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WE ARE LOCALS - DARWIN
Founded in 2020, We Are Locals fills the gap for a
much-needed city guide for the Northern Territory's
capital - Darwin. Our followers know that we provide
the best of food and drink, culture, travel, lifestyle
and entertainment in Darwin.

THE POINT OF DIFFERENCE
Run by Territory enthusiasts who live in Darwin and
work in the tourism industry - it is more than just a
website. We offer the opportunity to reach both locals
AND tourists, and have the strategic knowledge and
marketing background to develop our

own

content

that is going to work for your business, within your
budget, across both online and social. There are
PLENTY of pages in Darwin that just share photos...

We tell stories.

STATISTICS

10,000+

3000+

Accounts reached on

Monthly

Instagram per month

webpage views

100

6%

Average Insta-story

Engagement rate

click throughs to

(compared with

tagged profile

industry average 2%)

4500+
Instagram followers

25
Average Instagram
post shares

SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWING
We don't run ads and we don't buy followers - we
have built our channels on the premise of AUTHENTIC
& QUALITY content. We know that the people who
follow us genuinely want to know where to go, what to
do and what to see in Darwin - giving your business

much

more of a chance to be seen by people who are

actually going to convert into customers.

HOW WE CAN HELP
SOCIAL POSTS

WEBSITE ARTICLES

We've built up an authentic audience of

More than just a paid article - our

followers who want the 'Locals Tips' -

sponsored editorial is still ALWAYS a

and they listen. We have an influence

genuine experience and will never be

on where people go & what they

just a standard 250 words of copy. We

purchase - and we can create a

will always do our research,

bespoke social media campaign across

experience the product, and most of

Facebook and Instagram to meet your

all - we make sure we understand your

needs. We only offer a select number of

key messaging and your business

social packages to retain brand

goals, to ensure we tell your best story

authenticity. If you want to be our next

to our audience - in a way that we

local's tip - please get in touch!

know they want to hear it!

Prices start from $150 ex GST.

Prices start from $250 ex. GST.

PACKAGES
Feature articles can be combined with 1x Instagram post, 3x Instagram stories, a
shareable Facebook link to the article, plus a feature in the weekly database
newsletter and a 'catch up' Instagram story the following week!

Prices start from $400 ex GST.
We can also arrange for our content to be supplied to you for your own use at an
extra cost - we are open to bespoke packages, so please get in touch!

BY LOCALS. FOR EVERYONE.
tips@wearelocals.com.au || @wearelocals_darwin || www.wearelocals.com.au

